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Abstract15

An analysis of simultaneous reconnection events in the near-Earth magnetotail and enhance-16

ments in the aurora is undertaken. Exploiting magnetospheric data from the Geotail, Cluster,17

and Double Star missions, along with auroral images from the IMAGE and Polar missions,18

the relationship between a reconnection signature and its auroral counterpart is explored. In19

this study of 59 suitable reconnection events, we find that 43 demonstrate a clear coincidence20

of reconnection and auroral enhancement. The MLT locations of these 43 reconnection events21

are generally located within ±1 hour MLT of the associated auroral enhancement. A positive22

correlation coefficient of 0.8 between the two MLT locations is found. The enhancements are23

localized and short-lived (τ ≤ 10mins) and occur equally during the substorm process and24

in isolation of a substorm. No significant dependence of the reconnection or auroral enhance-25

ment location on the dusk-dawn components of the solar wind velocity (Vy), IMF (By) or lo-26

cal By or Vy as measured by the reconnection-detecting spacecraft, is found.27

1 Introduction28

Magnetic reconnection in the terrestrial magnetosphere has been a topic of interest for29

several decades and is the fundamental driving process in the classical Dungey cycle picture30

of energy transport in the magnetosphere [Dungey, 1961]. In the quasi-steady state Dungey31

cycle, reconnection in the Earth’s magnetotail takes place in a region ∼ 100RE downtail of32

the Earth. However, when sufficient reconnection takes place between the interplanetary mag-33

netic field (IMF) and the dayside magnetosphere, the open magnetic flux content of the tail34

increases and reconnection can then occur much closer to the Earth [Nagai et al., 2005]. Stud-35

ies have shown that, although this near-Earth reconnection can be observed at various distances36

out in the magnetotail [e.g., Nishida and Nagayama, 1973], most takes place in a region lo-37

cated ∼ 20-30RE downtail [e.g., Nagai et al., 1998]. Solar wind conditions, particularly the38

solar wind velocity and strength of the southward component of the IMF (Bz), influence the39

radial distance of the reconnection location [Nagai et al., 2005].40

It is well established that magnetic reconnection in the Earth’s magnetotail occurs in as-41

sociation with expanded enhancements in the aurora known as auroral substorms [e.g., Hones,42

1979; Nishida et al., 1981; Baker et al., 1996], although the exact relationship is still under in-43

vestigation [McPherron, 2016]. Furthermore, studies such as Grocott et al. [2004] have demon-44

strated that reconnection is linked with enhancements in the aurora that do not quite develop45

into substorms, commonly known as pseudo-breakups [Akasofu, 1964]. We also know that re-46

connection plays an important role in other distinct forms of auroral enhancements. For ex-47

ample, Poleward Boundary Intensifications (PBIs) are driven by fast flows in the magnetotail,48

resulting from reconnection, and move equatorward through the oval over time [Lyons et al.,49

1999].50

Previous studies have demonstrated that the upstream IMF conditions affect the auro-51

ral substorm onset location. The different components of the IMF have been shown to influ-52

ence the onset location, and substorm expansion, in different ways. For example the latitude53

of substorm onset is related to the history of the IMF Bz component [e.g. Milan et al., 2010]54

whereas the azimuthal (local time) location of substorm onset has been shown to be depen-55

dent upon the IMF By component [e.g., Liou et al., 2001].56

Although previous studies have directly linked reconnection and associated fast flows57

in the magnetotail to enhancements in the aurora [e.g., Nakamura et al., 2001; Borg et al., 2007;58

Angelopoulos et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2010], the non-trivial nature of finding reconnection59

events has meant that most were individual case-studies. Ieda et al. [2001], however, compared60

24 plasmoids with ultraviolet observations of auroral brightenings. The term “plasmoid” de-61

scribes a bipolar Bz in the plasmasheet that is accompanied by hot plasma moving tailward62

at a speed of at least 200 km s−1 [Ieda et al., 1998] and is thought to be the result of mag-63

netic reconnection [Ieda et al., 2001]. By inferring that plasmoids are indeed the result of re-64

connection, Ieda et al. [2001] demonstrated that reconnection drove localized enhancements65
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in the aurora, but that such enhancements were not always guaranteed. Further investigation66

by Ieda et al. [2008] then demonstrated that auroral breakup was always accompanied by a67

coincident near-Earth reconnection event.68

The difficulty in performing such comparative studies is that they require both magne-69

tospheric spacecraft to detect reconnection and auroral imagers to detect enhancements in the70

aurora. While there are several suitable magnetospheric missions currently in operation (e.g.71

Geotail, Cluster, THEMIS and MMS), whole auroral oval imaging satellites have been sparse72

and, in fact, none are currently operational today. As such the comparative studies have al-73

ways been on small data samples.74

In this study we perform a comprehensive investigation of the relationship between re-75

connection events in the magnetotail, detected using an automated signature detection routine,76

and auroral enhancements observed in whole auroral oval images. We consider the relation-77

ship for different auroral enhancement characteristics, enhancements occurring during differ-78

ent substorm phases, and different in situ and solar wind plasma and magnetic field conditions.79

We find that reconnection is almost always associated with a discernible auroral enhancement80

and that these enhancements are often localized and short-lived. Reconnection occurs equally81

before and after substorm onset but also frequently occurs without an associated large-scale82

substorm auroral breakup. The dusk-dawn components of the upstream solar wind velocity (Vy)83

and IMF (By), and of the local magnetospheric Vy and By, appear to have no influence on84

the location of the reconnection site or the auroral enhancement.85

2 Data86

Detections of magnetic reconnection and corresponding enhancements in the aurora re-87

quires both in situ measurements of the reconnection region and large scale imaging of the88

aurora. In this study, auroral images are taken from the Polar and Imager for Magnetopause-89

to-Aurora Global Exploration (IMAGE) missions with in situ measurements of the reconnec-90

tion region collected using the Geotail, Cluster and Double Star missions. Associated solar wind91

and IMF data are provided by NASA’s OMNIWeb service and lagged to the Earth’s bowshock.92

The Polar satellite was launched in Februrary 1996 as one of two spacecraft from the93

Global Geospace Science program [Acuña et al., 1995]. The satellite was placed in a highly94

elliptical orbit (86◦ orbital inclination) with an orbital period of approximately 17 hours and95

remained operational until 2008. The orbital configuration of the spacecraft varied over time96

and resulted in the majority of auroral images being captured during the years 1996-1999 (north-97

ern hemisphere) and 2007 (southern hemisphere) [Liou, 2010]. The Visible Imaging System98

(VIS) [Frank et al., 1995] Earth camera used in this study, was designed to capture images of99

the nightside aurora in the 124–149nm range, with the optically thick oxygen line at 130.4nm100

responsible for the majority of the camera response [Frank and Sigwarth, 2003]. The resolu-101

tion of the camera was about 70 km from an altitude of 8RE. The 256×256 pixel images have102

an exposure time of approximately 12s and a cadence of 54s.103

The IMAGE spacecraft [Burch, 2000] was launched in March 2000 and remained op-104

erational until December 2005. Placed in a polar orbit (90◦ orbital inclination) with apogee105

at 7RE and perigee at 0.2RE, the spacecraft was able to capture images of the whole auroral106

oval, predominantly in the northern polar region, when its altitude was greater than 4RE. The107

Far Ultraviolet Wideband Imaging Camera (WIC) [Mende et al., 2000] captured auroral im-108

ages of 256×256 pixels in size with a spatial resolution of approximately 100km at apogee.109

The camera was sensitive to the spectral region of 140-190 nm which best represents auroral110

emissions (mainly from the Lyman-Birge-Hopfield nitrogen emission) while also minimizing111

dayglow contamination [Mende et al., 2000]. Images were captured every two minutes.112

The Geotail spacecraft was launched in July 1992 and remains operational to this date.113

On board instruments include the Magnetic Field (MGF) [Kokubun et al., 1994] and Low En-114

ergy Particle (LEP) [Mukai et al., 1994] experiments. The MGF experiment incorporates two115
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fluxgate magnetometers, located on a deployable mast, which provide measurements of the116

local magnetic field at a resolution of 16 vectors/s (later reduced to 4 vectors/s). The LEP ex-117

periment is comprised of three different sensors, which includes the Energy per charge An-118

alyzer (LEP-EA). LEP-EA measures the three dimensional velocity distributions of electrons119

and ions in the energy-per-charge range of a few eV/q to 43 keV/q [Mukai et al., 1994]. Ve-120

locity moments are obtained over four spins (12s).121

The Cluster mission is a constellation of four identical spacecraft. Included in the suite122

of instruments on-board each spacecraft is the magnetic field experiment, comprised of two123

fluxgate magnetometers (FGM) [Balogh et al., 1997], and the Cluster Ion Spectroscopy (CIS)124

experiment [Rème et al., 2001]. The FGM instruments are still operational on all spacecraft125

and provide 5 vector/s measurements of the local magnetic field. The CIS instrument provides126

4s resolution measurements of the velocity and temperature of different ion species, however,127

the instrument is now only operational on two of the four spacecraft.128

The Double Star mission, launched in December 2003, followed on from the Cluster mis-129

sion and was comprised of two identical spacecraft with much of the same instrumentation130

as Cluster [Liu et al., 2005]. However, the Double Star spacecraft did not include a full CIS131

instrument suite and instead only used a Hot Ion Analyser to measure ion distributions. Of the132

two Double Star spacecraft, only spacecraft one ventured into the reconnection region and so133

it is only this spacecraft that is used in this study.134

In this study, all magnetospheric spacecraft data are presented using the Geocentric So-135

lar Magnetospheric (GSM) coordinate system and are re-sampled to identical time tags with136

a 12s cadence.137

3 Method138

The magnetospheric spacecraft data are first filtered to the region of the magnetotail where139

near-Earth tail reconnection is known to occur: −50RE ≤ X≤ −10RE, |Y| ≤ 15RE, and140

|Z| < 5RE (in GSM coordinates) [e.g., Nagai et al., 1998]. The Nagai et al. [1998] recon-141

nection signature detection criteria, detailed below, are applied to the data to determine the oc-142

currence of any reconnection signatures, known as Fast Tailward Flow Events (FTFEs). Once143

a reconnection signature is detected, subsequent detections by any of the other magnetospheric144

spacecraft within a 30 min window are ignored. We note that the lifetime of fast flows is of145

the order of 10-20 minutes [Angelopoulos et al., 1992; Ieda et al., 1998; Cao et al., 2006] and146

fast flow group sizes in the near-Earth region are small [Frühauff and Glassmeier, 2016], so147

this 30 min window ensures that the detected FTFEs are distinct from each other.148

3.1 Reconnection Signatures149

Direct detection of magnetic reconnection is not a trivial task. The reconnection region,150

located roughly 20-30RE downstream in the magnetotail [Nagai et al., 1998], is estimated to151

have a width of only one ion inertial length in the tailward direction [Nagai et al., 2011; Zen-152

itani et al., 2012] and span approximately 6RE in the dawn-dusk direction [Nagai et al., 2015].153

As a result, the chances of a spacecraft (or even multiple spacecraft) passing through this re-154

gion can be quite slim. However, by identifying several key reconnection signatures, it becomes155

increasingly likely that evidence of magnetic reconnection having occurred can instead be found.156

Nagai et al. [1998] determined that the following criteria produced accurate reconnection sig-157

natures:158

1. Bz < 0 nT159

2. Vx ≤ −300 km/s160

3. β ≥ 1161
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Criteria 1 and 2 identify FTFEs, with an associated reversal in the local magnetic field,162

which are indicative of magnetic reconnection having occurred somewhere earthward of the163

spacecraft. We note that the ion velocity measurements recorded by Geotail are made using164

the assumption that all ions are protons [Mukai et al., 1994]. As such, the Cluster proton ve-165

locity data, rather than ion data, are also used. Since Double Star can only record the veloc-166

ity of hot ions, we are forced to use the hot ion velocity rather than the proton velocity data167

from that spacecraft.168

A plasma beta (i.e. the ratio of the plasma pressure to the magnetic pressure) β > 1169

(criterion 3) indicates that the spacecraft is located within the plasma sheet. This criterion en-170

sures that we only detect signatures of reconnection that have taken place in the plasma sheet,171

rather than other fast flow events occurring elsewhere in the magnetotail that are not the re-172

sult of reconnection.173

We determine the location, in magnetic local time (MLT), of the reconnection signature174

using the location of the detecting spacecraft in the magnetotail (e.g tan−1(YGSM/XGSM )/15)175

rather than, for example, mapping the spacecraft to the ionosphere and determining the MLT176

of its footprint. We note that by comparing the magnetospheric location to the MLT of an au-177

roral enhancement, we are assuming that the near-Earth magnetotail magnetic field roughly178

takes the form of a dipolar field. Studies have shown that this can sometimes not be the case179

[e.g., Reistad et al., 2016], and so we tested using the Tsyganenko and Sitnov [2005] magnetic180

field model (TS05) to map the spacecraft location to the ionosphere. In the majority of cases181

the mapping did not provide significantly different MLT values from just using the spacecraft182

location, and in some cases the model did not produce a mapped footprint or instead produced183

MLTs which were significantly different than what would be expected from the spacecraft po-184

sition. We thus chose to use the unmapped spacecraft location for determining the reconnec-185

tion MLT.186

3.2 Associated auroral enhancements187

A period spanning 2 hours preceding and 30 mins following each FTFE detection is de-188

termined. This range is chosen based on average substorm time scales [e.g., Frey et al., 2004].189

If auroral imaging data are available for this period, they are manually inspected to determine190

if any auroral enhancements are present within ±5 mins of the FTFE. We note that Ieda et al.191

[2001] found their auroral brightenings occurred within ±3.5 mins of their plasmoid recon-192

nection events and thus a maximum difference of ±5 mins seems reasonable.193

In the following, we categorize the auroral enhancements based on their features (i.e.194

spatial and temporal extent) and timing with respect to the substorm process. We utilize the195

substorm onset criteria of Frey et al. [2004] to determine whether an enhancement is just a lo-196

calized event or the start of a substorm, and at what point of the substorm process the enhance-197

ment occurs. Specifically, a substorm onset is defined as clear local brightening of the aurora198

that expands to the poleward boundary of the auroral oval. Additionally, the brightening must199

span at least 20 mins in local time and not occur within 30 mins of a previous substorm on-200

set [Frey et al., 2004]. Activity that shows some expansion but does not reach the poleward201

boundary of the auroral oval is often termed a pseudo-breakup [Frey et al., 2004].202

In our results, all enhancements not meeting the [Frey et al., 2004] substorm criteria have203

a lifetime of < 10 mins, and a maximum expansion/spatial extent of 5◦ in latitude and 30 mins204

in MLT. To avoid any ambiguity with existing definitions of pseudo-breakups, we define these205

events as “short-lived localized enhancements”. In four cases multiple enhancements are ev-206

ident at the same time; we term these “several distinct localized enhancements”, with the au-207

roral enhancement with the closest MLT match to the reconnection MLT chosen for compar-208

ison. Additionally, there are some events where no coincident auroral enhancement and FTFE209

are observed, and some in which significant auroral activity is already present, e.g. a substorm210

expansion already in progress, in which it is not possible to identify a discrete enhancement.211
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Although the majority of the enhancements are not substorm onsets, approximately half212

of them nevertheless occur at some stage within an overall substorm cycle. We therefore de-213

termine at what point in the substorm process the enhancement has occurred, by classifying214

the time of the enhancement into the following categories: growth phase (≤ 30 mins before215

a substorm onset), substorm onset, and expansion/recovery phase (≤ 2 hours after substorm216

onset). Other events that are not deemed to be associated with substorm activity and are clas-217

sified as “isolated enhancements”.218

The universal and magnetic local times of the associated enhancements are determined.219

The UT value is simply the timestamp of the first image in which the enhancement is clearly220

visible. The MLT value is the closest MLT, in 15 min intervals, of the approximate center of221

the enhancement.222

An example of a short-lived localized enhancement, which was not associated with any223

substorm activity, is shown in Figure 1. In each panel is an image of the auroral oval captured224

by the IMAGE spacecraft, ranging from 03:39 to 03:49 on 15 September 2001. The appear-225

ance of the short-lived enhancement (τ ≈ 8 mins) coincides with an FTFE detection at 03:43.226

The image taken around the time of the FTFE detection is highlighted by a red outline and227

the MLT of the detecting spacecraft (Cluster 2) is shown in that image by a red star. A back-228

ground level of 1000 counts has been subtracted and the image is saturated at 6000 counts.229

The associated solar wind data and in-situ plasma and magnetic field data from the Cluster-230

1 spacecraft are shown in Figure 2. The FTFE detection (indicated by the dashed red line) and231

associated auroral enhancement seem to coincide approximately with a southward turning in232

the IMF and precede a small enhancement in the auroral electroject (AE) index. We note that233

some uncertainty related to the lagging of the solar wind data from the ACE upstream observer234

to the bowshock may account for the FTFE being detected slightly before the southward turn-235

ing appears in the OMNI data [e.g., Case and Wild, 2012].236

The FTFE first detected is followed by two subsequent FTFEs. These two events are ex-237

cluded from further analysis since they occur within 30 mins of the first. We note that the ma-238

jority of near-Earth FTFEs are singular events and that a group size of three (such as this ex-239

ample) or greater occurs approximately only 25% of the time [Frühauff and Glassmeier, 2016].240

4 Results253

As shown in Figure 3, the magnetospheric spacecraft detected 382 FTFEs during the pe-254

riod coinciding with the availability of auroral images (i.e. January 1997 to November 2005).255

The vast majority of FTFEs were detected by the Geotail spacecraft, which is unsurprising ow-256

ing to its orbital configuration and it being operational throughout this whole time period.257

The mean MLT for the FTFE detections is 23.8 hours, with the largest bin spanning 2400-260

0100. This is slightly later than previous studies suggest [e.g., Nagai et al., 1998], however,261

Geotail’s orbit post-1999 preferentially samples the dawnside magnetotail [Nagai et al., 2015]262

and thus later MLT detections are more likely.263

Corresponding good quality auroral imaging data were available for 59 of the 382 FT-264

FEs. Of these, a clear and distinct auroral enhancement, such as in Figure 1, could be asso-265

ciated with 43 FTFEs (73% of events). Thirteen FTFEs (22%) were associated with periods266

where significant auroral activity was already under way and it was not possible to associate267

an individual auroral enhancement with the FTFE. For the remaining three events (5%) no clear268

auroral enhancement could be associated with the FTFE even with no significant auroral ac-269

tivity currently under way.270

Histograms of the time differences between the FTFE detections and the associated au-271

roral enhancements, in both UT and MLT, are shown in Figure 4. Twenty nine of the 43 FT-272

FEs (67%) are detected later in UT than when an enhancement is visible in the aurora. Thirty273
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Figure 1. IMAGE FUV WIC data for the period 03:39:30 to 03:49:44 (UT) on 15 September 2001. The

appearance of a short-lived localized enhancement in the aurora coincides temporally (UT) and locally (MLT)

with the detection of a FTFE in the magnetotail (red star). Dashed lines mark out MLT hours: (left to right)

1800 through 0600.

241

242

243

244

six (84%) of the FTFE detections are later in MLT than the auroral enhancement location. All274

but two of the events had a difference of less than ±90 mins in MLT and 81% of events were275

located within ±1 hour MLT of each other.276

In Figure 5, the MLT of the spacecraft as it encounters an FTFE is plotted against the280

MLT of the auroral enhancement. In the left panel, each data point is color coded based upon281

the type of enhancement (see subsection 3.2 for definitions). The MLTs of the reconnection282

signatures (FTFEMLT) and enhancements (EMLT) show a strong positive correlation (r = 0.807)283

with the linear line of best fit (shown as the solid black line in the figure) taking the form: EMLT =284

(0.694 ± 0.079)×FTFEMLT + (6.69 ± 1.86). The “error bars” shown on the plots are esti-285

mates of the uncertainty related to both the location of the reconnection event and the auro-286

ral enhancement. The x-bars represent ±1 hour in MLT, which is simply to acknowledge that287

the FTFE detection may have been at the outer edge of the reconnection event and not nec-288

essarily at the center. The y-bars represent ±15 mins in MLT which is related to the uncer-289

tainties in determining the exact center of the enhancement.290

The most common enhancement type detected (see subsection 3.2 for definitions) is “short-294

lived localized enhancement” (60%), followed by “substorm onset” (30%), and “several dis-295

tinct localized enhancements” (9%). We find that the short-lived localized enhancements have296
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a lifetime of approximately ten minutes or less. They occasionally exhibit some small expan-297

sion but never grow beyond 5◦ in latitude or 30 mins in MLT.298

Shown in the right panel of Figure 5 are the data colored by the type of auroral activ-299

ity associated with the enhancement (see subsection 3.2 for definitions). The most commonly300

associated aurora activity type is “isolated enhancement” (49%), followed by substorm “on-301

set” (30%), substorm “growth phase” (12%), and substorm “expansion and recovery phase”302

(9%).303

4.1 Local conditions304

The reconnection and enhancement MLTs are again compared in Figure 6, though the305

data are now colored using the y-component of the associated local (top) magnetic field and306

(bottom) ion velocity. The MLT locations are compared with the y-components of these pa-307

rameters since it is feasible that particularly strong y-components may affect the y-position308

(and thus the MLT) of the reconnection site.309

In the left two panels, the median value of the local condition for a 10 min period, im-310

mediately preceding the FTFE detection is used; in the right two panels, the maximum or min-311

imum (whichever has the greater absolute value) in that 10 min period is used. Since the space-312

craft can quickly move from region to region, especially the Cluster satellites with their el-313

liptical orbits, a 10 min averaging period prevents “contamination” from other regions while314

still providing enough data to average (10 points at one minute cadence).315

There appears to be no significant dependence upon the location of the FTFE detection320

or the auroral enhancement on either the local Vy or By components. The mean FTFE/auroral321

enhancement MLT for By < 0 nT is found to be 23.3/22.8 hours and for By ≥ 0 nT is found322

to be 23.4/23.0 hours. For Vy < 0 km/s, the mean location is found to be 23.4/23.1 hours and323

for Vy ≥ 0 km/s is found to be 23.4/22.9 hours. See Table 1 for summary.324

4.2 Upstream Conditions325

In the top two panels of Figure 7, the data are colored by the polarity of the upstream326

interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) y-component (By). In the left panel, the median value of327

a 2 hr window of By is used to determine the color; in the right panel, the maximum or min-328

imum value (depending on which has the greatest magnitude) in the 2 hr window is used. In329

the bottom two panels, the data are colored by the orientation of the upstream solar wind ve-330

locity y-component (Vy). Again, in the left panel, the median value of a 2 hr window of Vy331

is used to determine the color; in the right panel, the maximum or minimum value of the 2 hr332

window is used.333

There is no apparent evidence of a significant dependence of the location of the FTFE337

detection or the auroral enhancement on either the IMF By or solar wind Vy shown in Fig-338

ure 7. The mean FTFE/enhancement for By < 0 nT is found to be 23.3/22.8 hours and for339

By ≥ 0 nT is found to be 23.4/23.0 hours. For Vy < 0 km/s, the mean location is found to340

be 23.3/23.0 hours and for Vy ≥ 0 km/s is found to be 23.4/22.9 hours.341

The mean MLT values for both the upstream and local conditions are summarized in Ta-342

ble 1.343

5 Discussion346

In this study, the magnetic reconnection detection criteria of Nagai et al. [1998] have been347

employed to determine reconnection signatures (specifically FTFEs) in the near-Earth mag-348

netotail as recorded by a suite of magneotospheric spacecraft. These detections were then com-349

pared to auroral images from two auroral imaging satellite missions with the aim of analyz-350

ing the location (in MLT) of the reconnection site and any associated auroral enhancements.351
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Table 1. Mean MLT location for auroral enhancement and reconnection, under varying local and upstream

conditions.

344

345

a) Local Conditions
Mean MLT

By < 0 nT By ≥ 0 nT ∆MLT Vy < 0 km/s Vy ≥ 0 km/s ∆MLT

Reconnection 23.4 23.4 0.0 23.4 23.4 0.0
Enhancement 22.9 23.0 -0.1 23.4 22.9 0.1

b) Upstream Conditions
Mean MLT

By < 0 nT By ≥ 0 nT ∆MLT Vy < 0 km/s Vy ≥ 0 km/s ∆MLT

Reconnection 23.3 23.4 0.1 23.3 23.4 0.1
Enhancement 22.8 23.0 0.2 23.0 22.9 0.1

This work extends that of previous studies by incorporating data from several spacecraft mis-352

sions, including two auroral imagers, and using independent criteria for both the enhancement353

and reconnection identification. Furthermore, the cause of the differences in the location of354

the auroral enhancements and reconnection sites is explored.355

Although the simple fact of two events occurring at a similar time and in a similar place356

does not necessarily infer causality, it is well known that magnetic reconnection in the mag-357

netotail is associated with various enhancements in the auroral oval. We therefore assume that358

an auroral enhancement occurring within ±5 mins of the detection of a reconnection signa-359

ture in the tail is indeed associated with that reconnection event. No criteria on the closeness360

in MLT was set and yet we find that almost all enhancements (95%) occur within ±90 mins361

of MLT of the reconnection signature.362

In the reconnection region, i.e. ∼ 20 − 30RE downtail of the Earth, 90 mins in MLT363

equates to approximately 10RE. We note, however, that the reconnection region itself is es-364

timated to span approximately 6RE and thus, a ≤90 min MLT difference is not particularly365

unexpected. We also note that aberration effects, i.e. due to the motion of the Earth, would366

be relatively minor and might be responsible for a disparity of only ∼20 mins in MLT.367

The number of events compared in this study is relatively small, with good quality au-368

roral oval images being available for only 59 of the 382 FTFEs detected. Unfortunately, there369

is very little that can be done to improve upon this number. Other satellite missions that cap-370

ture images of the aurora, such as the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) or371

the Suomi National Polar-orbiting Partnership (Suomi NPP), and ground-based observers suf-372

fer from lack of reliability in capturing the aurora (e.g. due to orbital configuration or cloud373

cover) or offer only limited spatial coverage of the oval.374

Significantly more good quality auroral images were available for use, however they did375

not coincide with an FTFE detection. This is not to say that enhancements in the aurora were376

not present or that reconnection did not occur during those intervals. Rather, it is simply that377

the magnetospheric spacecraft employed did not detect the signature of such reconnection. The378

most likely reason for this is that the spacecraft were not in the right place at the right time.379

Again, unfortunately, there is nothing that can be done to improve on this.380

Of the 59 intervals in which an FTFE was detected and suitable auroral images were avail-381

able, 56 showed corresponding enhancements in the aurora. However, in 13 of those cases,382

enhanced auroral activity was already well underway. This meant that it was not possible to383
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determine a unique location for the enhancement that could be associated with the FTFE de-384

tection. Further analysis could be undertaken to compare the location of the substorm onset385

with the FTFE, i.e. by tracing the substorm activity back to its onset, and this may result in386

the inclusion of these other 13 events.387

It might be expected that the FTFE should be detected before the auroral enhancement,388

since it will take some finite time for the energized magnetospheric particles originally trapped389

on the now reconnected field to generate the aurora. However, as shown in Figure 4, the UT390

difference between the FTFE detections and the aurora enhancements was centred around the391

0.5-1.5 min bin, with the majority of FTFEs being detected slightly after the enhancement was392

visible in the aurora. This is consistent with the work of Ieda et al. [2001] who suggest that393

the result is simply due to the distance between the site of reconnection and the spacecraft (which394

they estimate to be, on average, around 7RE for their dataset). If the spacecraft is indeed sev-395

eral RE downtail of the reconnection region, several minutes may pass before the FTFE is de-396

tected, in which time the auroral brightening may have formed.397

We also note that there is some ambiguity in the timings of both the reconnection and398

auroral enhancements. For example, Cao et al. [2006] demonstrated that the start-time of fast399

flows often cannot be accurately determined using one spacecraft alone and there are some-400

times a few minutes between start-time and detection. Additionally, we note that the auroral401

enhancement timings are the timestamps of the first image containing that enhancement. The402

enhancement itself may have appeared milliseconds after the previous image was taken (2 mins403

prior for WIC and 54 s for VIS).404

We find that only 30% of the auroral enhancements were a substorm onset, indicating405

that reconnection occurs without always leading to a substorm, which is consistent with past406

studies [e.g., Ieda et al., 2001; Ohtani et al., 2002]. The majority of enhancements (60%) are407

in fact short-lived (τ < 10 mins) and do not evolve into any larger activity or expand beyond408

5◦ in latitude or 30 mins in MLT. However, just over half of the auroral enhancements do oc-409

cur at some point during the substorm process (51%). This is somewhat unsurprising since con-410

ditions that are conducive to reconnection in the magnetotail are also conducive to substorm411

development [e.g., Angelopoulos et al., 2008]. It is also worth noting that, unlike PBIs, the lo-412

calized enhancements we observe do not generally appear at the poleward boundary of the au-413

roral oval and, unlike streamers, do not travel through it. We expect this is because PBIs tend414

to be associated with reconnection further down-tail which is outside of the region being sam-415

pled by the spacecraft used in this study416

Of those auroral enhancements that did occur during the substorm process, 59% were417

the substorm onset, 23% occurred during the growth phase, and 18% occurred during the ex-418

pansion/recovery phase. This result indicates that reconnection in the magnetotail plays a role419

in the build up to a substorm as well as in the main release of energy from the magnetotail420

once a substorm has started. Of course, these statistics relate only to reconnection associated421

with discernible localized auroral enhancements. We expect significant reconnection during422

the expansion phase associated with the main substorm auroral expansion, however, this would423

not produce identifiable localized enhancements as there would be too much activity already424

ongoing.425

We note that 49% of auroral enhancements occurred in intervals where there was no other426

substorm activity present. That is to say that these events appeared to be completely isolated427

from the substorm process. Individual analysis of these events demonstrated that they were428

usually accompanied by northward IMF for at least 30mins preceding the enhancement (i.e.429

conditions that were not favorable for substorm development). As these events demonstrate,430

reconnection in the near-Earth magnetotail does still occur during northward IMF intervals [Gro-431

cott et al., 2003]. Furthermore, we note that substorms can develop during northward IMF turn-432

ings, albeit less frequently [Russell, 2000].433
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The locations of both the FTFEs and auroral enhancements range from approximately434

21:00 MLT to 02:00 MLT, though the majority were located between 22:00 MLT and 01:00435

MLT. This result is consistent with many previous reconnection-related studies, including mag-436

netic field dipolarization at geosynchronous orbit [e.g., Nagai, 1982] and particle injection through-437

out the equatorial magnetotail [Gabrielse et al., 2014]. The locations were compared with sev-438

eral parameters in Figures 6 and 7 to try to elucidate any reason for the range. No significant439

trends were found to exist between the local By and Vy parameters or the IMF By and so-440

lar wind Vy parameters. This is in contrast with past studies which did find evidence of so-441

lar wind control of the auroral onset location [e.g., Liou et al., 2001; Liou and Newell, 2010;442

Østgaard et al., 2011]. In those cases the datasets were not limited to coincident auroral and443

magnetotail observations, and thus had much larger statistics. It is thus likely that if any IMF444

control does exists, its significance is weak, and thus simply not discernible in our relatively445

small dataset.446

Finally, we note that three of the FTFEs, in which good auroral imaging data were avail-447

able, did not show any enhancement in the aurora. This indicates that either the FTFE detec-448

tion was not actually related to a reconnection event, or that the reconnection event did not449

trigger an observable enhancement in the aurora. The latter has been been reported previously450

[e.g., Milan et al., 2005; Grocott et al., 2007].451

6 Conclusions452

Comparison of magnetic reconnection signatures, namely fast tailward flow events (FT-453

FEs), with images of the complete auroral oval (in both nitrogen and oxygen emission dom-454

inated wavelengths) has shown that localized enhancements in the aurora tend to be both tem-455

porally and spatially associated with magnetic reconnection in the Earth’s magnetotail. The456

locations, in MLT, of the FTFEs demonstrated a strong positive correlation with the location457

of the auroral enhancement in the events studied.458

The most common type of enhancement found in this study was “short lived localized459

enhancement” followed by “substorm onset”. Short lived localized enhancements are enhance-460

ments that had a lifetime of less than 10 mins, were isolated from other auroral activity (i.e.461

not part of the substorm process) and had a limited expansion of 5◦ in latitude and 30 mins462

in MLT. Just over half of the auroral enhancements did occur at some point during the sub-463

storm process though, with approximately half of those occurring during the substorm build-464

up and half occurring during the expansion/recovery phase.465

Determining the frequency of magnetic reconnection during each stage of the substorm466

process, even if complete auroral imaging is not available, seems like a worthwhile extension467

to this study. Understanding if reconnection events are distributed evenly throughout the sub-468

storm process or whether there is some preferred phase, e.g. the expansion phase, in a larger469

statistical study may elucidate some interesting details about substorm mechanics.470

The location of the reconnection signatures and associated aurora enhancements did not471

seem to show any significant trend with the two parameters tested: By and Vy (both locally472

and solar wind/IMF). Considering that previous studies have shown that the IMF in particu-473

lar does have an impact on substorms and reconnection, we expect that this null result is sim-474

ply due to small statistics.475
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Figure 2. The solar wind and local conditions surrounding the aurora enhancement shown in Figure 1

are shown. (left) The IMF components are plotted in the top panel. The solar wind velocity is plotted in the

second panel: (left axis) V magnitude and Vx, (right axis) Vy and Vz. The third panel shows the solar wind

dynamic pressure and the fourth panel indicates the auroral electrojet index AE. (right) The local magnetic

field components are plotted in the top panel. Plotted in the second panel is the local ion velocity. The plasma

beta is plotted in the third panel and the spacecraft location is plotted in the bottom panel. The vertical dashed

red lines indicate the time of FTFE detection and the values at the top of the figure indicate the difference

between the timings (in UT and MLT) of the FTFE detection and the aurora enhancement.
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Figure 3. A histogram of the Magnetic Local Time (MLT) of the spacecraft as it first encounters a fast

tailward flow magnetic reconnection signature.

258

259

Figure 4. (left) A histogram of the difference in UT between the FTFE (tFTFE) and a corresponding auroral

enhancement (tE). (right) A histogram of the difference between the spacecraft MLT as it encounters the

FTFE and the enhancement MLT.
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279

Figure 5. The MLT of the spacecraft as it encounters a reconnection signature is plotted against the MLT of

a corresponding aurora enhancement. (left) The data are colored to indicate the type of enhancement. (right)

The data are colored to indicate the type of auroral activity associated with the enhancement.
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Figure 6. The same data as in Figure 5 are plotted and colored based upon the (top) y-component of the

local magnetic field and (bottom) the y-component of the local ion velocity. The left two panels are colored

using the median values of a ten minute period preceding the FTFE dectection of By and Vy respectively

while the right two panels are colored using the max/min values in this period.
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Figure 7. The same data as in Figure 5 are plotted and colored based upon the (top) y-component of the

IMF and (bottom) the y-component of the solar wind velocity. The left two panels are colored using the

median values of By and Vy respectively while the right two panels are colored using the max/min values.
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